Vibrational spectroscopies are interesting with respect to the raised issues because they 38 probe directly the force constant of a chemical bond, 4 which is a local physical property. As such, 39 they are expected to be sensitive to the local environment of a bond. In particular the Raman 40 scattering is attractive because it is conveniently operated at the laboratory scale, non destructive, 41 fast, and relates to the crystal in bulk (the Raman signal is averaged over the penetration depth of 42 the laser probe, scaling up to several micrometers out of resonance condition). 43
The second issue, addressed in this work, is whether the percolation model is likely to 82 provide a reliable insight into the nature of the atom substitution in a mixed crystal via the Raman 83 intensities (the Raman frequencies are left by because the percolation model falls short of 84 formalizing their -dependence), as we believe, or not. Our approach to investigate this issue, a 85 theoretical one, is to confront the predictions of a proper -equiped version of the (1D) percolation 86 model for a given mixed crystal taken as representative, with corresponding Raman spectra 87 calculated ab initio using (3D) supercells matching the required composition ( ) and values, the 88 latter calculations constituting a sort of ultimate reference. 89 We have discussed elsewhere 1 why a diamond-type mixed crystal, such as Ge y Si 1-y , is more 90 relevant than a A 1-y B y C zincblende-type one for the test. The main reason is that in a zincblende-type 91 mixed crystal the number of A-C and B-C bonds is fixed by the composition , and thus also the 92 intensities of the overall AC-like and BC-like Raman signals. In this case trends towards local 93 clustering/anticlustering are only likely to modify the relative intensities of the like Raman features 94 due to a given bond (provided a more refined description than the 1-bond→1-mode MREI one 95 applies). This we discuss in terms of a -induced intra-bond transfer of oscillator strength within a 96 given 1-bond→multi-mode multiplet. Now, in a diamond-type mixed crystal such as Ge y Si 1-y , the local 97 clustering/anticlustering has also an effect on the individual bond fractions (Ge-Ge, Ge-Si and Si-Si in 98 this case) at a given composition . This leads to a -induced inter-bond transfer of oscillator 99 strength between the Raman signals due to different bonds, with concomitant impact on the Raman 100 intensities. Note that in the case of a diamond-type mixed crystal the MREI model can be used 101 besides the percolation model to provide a quantitative insight into the nature of the atom 102 substitution, i.e. a rather crude one though, since the MREI model omits by construction any fine 103 structuring behind the Raman signal due to a given bond in a mixed crystal. 104
In brief, in a diamond-type mixed crystal the -induced inter-bond transfer of oscillator 105 strength superimposes on top of the -induced intra-bond transfer of oscillator strength, whereas in 106 a zincblende-type one only the latter is likely to occur. 107 A pioneering 'percolation (1D) vs. (3D) ab initio' comparative test, also incorporating the 108 MREI insight for reference purpose, has earlier been done in the above spirit with the particular 109 diamond-type Ge 0.5 Si 0.5 (composition 0.5 system by applying the Ab Initio Modeling PROgram 110 (AIMPRO) code 9 to small (32-atom) supercells. 1 The focus on composition was justified due to the 111 related abundant data on the subject of clustering/anticlustering in the literature, experimental
10-20
112 as well as theoretical 18-23 ones. 113
In fact, the composition is especially interesting with respect to the -induced inter-bond 114 transfer of oscillator strength. This is because the overall Ge-Ge, Ge-Si and Si-Si Raman signals exhibit 115 comparable intensities in the random crystal ( 0, see Ref. 8, and refer also to the Appendix Sec.).
116
In this case, any trend towards clustering/anticlustering, even a minor one, immediately generates an 117 appreciable drop/emphasis of the Raman signal(s) due to the bond species driven to 118 minority/majority. 119 An intuitive rule with clustering that the overall Raman signals due to the homo Ge-Ge and Si-120
Si bonds should reinforce to the detriment of the Raman signal due to the hetero Ge-Si bond (and 121 vice-versa with anticlustering) was actually observed in the Ge 0.5 Si 0.5 ab initio Raman spectra, and 122 also reproduced by the -equipped version of the Ge 0. notation, each oscillator refers to a given bond-stretching (main label) taking place in a given 193 environment whose composition (more Ge-, GeSi-or Si-like) and length scale (nearest-neighbor: 1, 194 next-nearest-neighbor: 2) are specified via a superscript and a subscript, respectively. We stress that 195 the latter "bond + environment" oscillators are defined at 1D along the linear chain approximation, 196
and not in the real 3D crystal (as with the cluster model).
197
In working out the -dependent version of the Ge y Si 1-y percolation scheme, the crucial step 198 was to express the individual fractions of the six oscillators, which directly control the related 199
Raman intensities, via a relevant order parameter of local clustering/anticlustering. In fact was 200 introduced so as to pinpoint a trend towards clustering/anticlustering of the like substituting atoms 201 from a given species (Ge or Si) when the latter gets minor in the crystal. 
given in cm -1 , respectively, with corresponding damping values specified in brackets (taken identical  240 for the like modes of a given multiplet), also expressed in cm -1 . In a crude approximation we assume 241 that at any studied composition neither the Raman frequency nor the phonon damping are 242 dependent, for simplicity. 243
The -dependent version of the Ge y Si 1-y percolation scheme uses, as its main parameters, the 244 ( -independent) frequencies of individual oscillators and their ( -dependent) Raman intensities (via 245 the terms). Both series of parameters are summarized in Fig. 1 . In fact, the latter consists of a 246 mere variant of Fig. 1 from Ref. 1, and may seem redundant. However, it is needed to set the basis of 247 the present study while avoiding extensive resort to our previous work. Note that in Fig. 1 the Raman 248 frequencies are reported without link to the different sources (these are given in Ref.
8 -see Fig. 2 ). 249
The dominant (thick-plain lines) and minor (thin-dashed lines) Raman features in each composition 250 domain are schematically distinguished, for clarity, emphasizing (gray rectangles) those critical 251 compositions studied in this work, corresponding to remarkable intensity interplays ( 's) between 252 the like sub-modes from a given multiplet (Ge-Si and Si-Si which ensures the conservation of the total number of bonds in the supercell. 277
Consider, e.g., that we search for a random Ge↔Si substitution ( 0), and that the actual 278 bond counting in the first-generation supercell gives 0.2 thus indicating a (minor) trend 279 towards local clustering. This means that the homo and bonds in the supercell are 280 over-represented with respect to the hetero ones. In order to converge onto the desired 281 value, our approach is, first, to replace at random one Ge atom by a Si atom, and, at the same time, 282
one Si atom by a Ge atom, thus preserving the same stoichiometry. This new configuration obtained 283 so far has, in most of the cases, a different parameter, say . This configuration is accepted if is 284 closer to the desired than , otherwise it is accepted with | |/ probability. We 285 repeat this procedure the times needed to achieve the desired . The parameter is chosen in such 286 a way to produce high acceptance probability ~1 in the first steps, and is forced to decrease 287 slowly as the number of steps increases. As the parameter has discrete values, we achieve a Ge y Si 1-y 288 configuration with the desired value by just imposing a suitable cut-off. The picture naturally 289 extrapolates to anticlustering, and, more generally, to any desired value at any composition . 290
The ab initio -dependent Ge y Si 1-y Raman spectra have been calculated at three 291 representative values for each of the considered ( 0.16), ( 0.71) and ( 0.84) compositions 292 using both 64-atom and 216-atom supercells, plus additional 512-atom supercells for the reference 293 insights at 0 (random substitution). While the calculations were systematically duplicated with 294 the 64-atom supercells, the duplication was only exceptional with the 216-atom supercells, and 295 generally absent with the 512-atom ones (except at composition 0.50, see Appendix Sec.) due to 296 the forbidding computational time. The comparison between the like ab initio insights obtained for a 297
given pair of ( , ) values using 64-, 216-and 512-atom supercells helps to distinguish between 298 fortuitous Raman features due to a particular atom distribution in the supercell, that are not worth 299 to discuss, and robust/reproducible trends, that deserve an explanation. In fact, the Raman spectra 300 calculated by using the 64-atom supercells (an example is given in the Appendix Sec.) appear to be 301 contaminated by spurious features which disappear in the Raman spectra obtained with the 216-and 302 512-atom supercells. Moreover the fluctuations in the Ge-Ge, Ge-Si and Si-Si Raman frequencies 303 appear to be rather large when changing the atom arrangement inside the small (64-atom) supercells 304 at fixed ( , ) values -up to 10 cm -1 at, e.g., composition (not shown), but reduce by almost one 305 order of magnitude when using large (216-and 512-atom) supercells (detail is given below). 306
Therefore, in the following discussion, we focus on the ab initio data obtained with the latter 307 supercells, of a better quality than those generated by the small (64-atom) ones. 308
Note that the simulated annealing method that we use to generate our random supercell 309 ( =0) at a given composition , based on a mere bond-counting procedure (see above) and thus 310 operative at the first-neighbor scale only, significantly differs from that used by concern in this work, if not in terms of the Raman frequencies (recall the inherent error in the Raman 326 frequencies when using small supercells). We conclude that our large-size supercells designed at =0 327 via the simulated annealing algorithm constitute a reasonable approximation of the random mixed 328 crystals, at least for our use. The simulated annealing algorithm is further attractive for the current 329 investigation of the effect of local clustering/anticlustering on such spectra since it can be 330 implemented to achieve any value at any composition . If we 'zoom' into the detail of the Ge-Si and Si-Si fine structures in their -dependence, a 364 further intuitive trend in case of clustering is that, within a given percolation-type multiplet (Ge-Si or 365
Si-Si), those particular Raman features due to the host environments rich of the homo Ge-Ge and Si-366
Si bonds should be favored to the detriment of those dominantly formed with the hetero Ge-Si 367 species, and vice versa for anticlustering. Such -induced intra-bond transfer of oscillator strength 368 besides the MREI-like -induced inter-bond transfer of oscillator strength, is well reproduced in the 369 refined percolation-type six-oscillator 1 , 3 , 2 -dependent 370 Raman lineshapes (thick curves) derived on the basis of Eq. (1), at any value. 371
As far as the Si-Si doublet is concerned, the -induced intra-bond transfer of oscillator 372 strength is especially clear at small/moderate Si content (i.e. at and -see Figs. 2b and 2c). At 373 this limit, a mere change in sign of suffices to generate a dramatic inversion between the two Si-Si 374 sub-modes -the dominant mode at positive values becoming minor at negative ones, before co-375 extinction of the two modes at the anticlustering limit. At large Si content ( -see Fig. 2a ) the Si-Si 376 bonds have to vibrate dominantly in their own Si-like environment at any value. With this, the Si-Si 377 doublet basically reduces to its upper component, the Raman intensity of which remains quasi stable 378 when changes. As for the lower component, due to Si-Si bonds vibrating in presence of Ge, this is 379 hardly detectable owing to the small Ge content, even close to the anticlustering limit. 380
The -dependence of the Raman triplet also conforms to intuition. With 381 anticlustering ( < 0 ), the central feature due to Si-Ge bonds vibrating in the (Si,Ge)-mixed 382 environment is favored to the detriment of its lower and upper satellites which stem from the Ge-383
and Si-like environments, respectively. In contrast, with clustering ( >0) the satellites reinforce, and 384 even tend to dominate the central Ge-Si feature that progressively collapses, just before extinction of 385 the three features at maximum clustering ( =1). In fact, out of the two Ge-Si satellites, mainly one is 386 activated throughout a given -domain, namely that due to the environment rich of the dominant 387 atom species at the considered composition . The alternative satellite, due to environments formed 388 with the minor species, hardly shows up, and only as a transient feature in the clustering regime 389 before the extinction of the Ge-Si signal. 390
The above discussed trends concerning the -induced inter-bond (straight arrows, outside 391 the frame) and intra-bond (curved arrows, inside the frame) transfers of oscillator strength under 392 clustering/anticlustering are captured by explicit arrows in Fig. 1 We consider the same two frontiers for compositions (84 at.% Ge) and (16 at.% Ge) 443 because, in view of Fig. 1 , the frontiers do no to appear to be largely composition-dependent. 444
When shifting the above discussion of atom (Ge or Si) vibrations in the real 3D crystal 445 towards the 1D percolation scheme, in which the relevant vibrating unit consists of the stretching of 446 a chemical bond, the considered two frontiers at ~350 cm -1 and ~455 cm -1 separate, in fact, the Ge-447
Ge, Ge-Si and Si-Si spectral ranges, in order of increasing frequency (as schematically indicated by 448 dotted double-arrows at the top of Fig. 3b) . On this basis, we may readily assign the prototypal 449 vibrating units of Si-Si pairs in Ge-rich and Si-rich environments discussed above as being due to the 450 percolation-type and , oscillators. As for the remaining three 451 percolation-type oscillators, these will be identified in the course of the 'percolation vs. ab initio' 452 discussion hereafter. 453
Generally, the discussion of the upper Ge-Si satellite, generally a very minor one, is a 454 complicated issue at large Ge contents ( ~0.5, ~0.71 and ~0.84) because it apparently 455 decomposes into a doublet (see Fig. 1 ) whose -dependence could not be properly formalized within 456 the percolation scheme of the random Ge y Si 1-y crystal ( =0),, not to mention about its -457 dependence. Calculations based on larger supercells than those used in this work, spanning various 458 and values, would be needed for a reliable discussion of this mode. 459 460 a-Composition (~16 at.% Ge) 461 462
If we refer to the percolation-type Raman lineshapes (see Fig. 2a ), the discussion of the ab 463 initio data (see Fig. 3a ) should be especially simple at composition (~16 at.% Ge). This is because 464 the lower components of the Ge-Si triplet and of the Si-Si doublet are expected to vanish at this 465 composition, with the consequence that the latter multiplets should reduce to a doublet and to a 466 singlet, respectively. Moreover, the intensity of the Si-Si singlet (~515 cm -1 ), by far dominant in the 467 Raman spectra, is expected to remain quasi insensitive to any change in the value. As for the Ge-Ge 468 mode, nominally a pure singlet, this should simply reinforce with clustering and fall down with 469
anticlustering. The latter basic trends, revealed in Fig. 2a , are actually observed in the ab initio 470 spectra (see Fig. 3a ).
471
A more sensitive issue relates to the -dependence of the Ge-Si doublet. If we refer to the 472 terms in Eq. 1, the two observable Ge-Si bands, i.e. the central Ge-Si feature and its upper 473 satellite, are expected to exhibit comparable Raman intensities whether the mixed crystal is random 474 ( ~0, recall ) or close to the anticlustering limit ( ~-0.2). When enlarges the two sub-modes 475 should fall down, but the central feature more rapidly than the upper satellite, eventually resulting in 476 the dominance of the latter close to extinction of the Ge-Si signal at large clustering ( ~+0.4). The 477 latter trends (see Fig. 2a ) are fairly reproduced in the ab initio spectra (see Fig. 3a) , beyond 478 expectations in fact, when realizing the rather large dilution of the Ge-Si bonds, leading to a 479 moderate/small intensity of the related Raman signal, moreover an overdamped one. 480 481 b-Composition (~71 at.% Ge) 482 483
The next examined composition is the intermediary one, i.e. (~71 at.% Ge). We may 484 readily fix the case of the unique/dominant Ge-Ge feature. As apparent in the ab initio data (see Fig.  485 3b), the Ge-Ge mode roughly doubles in strength when departing from the anticlustering regime ( ~-486 0.2) and entering the strong-clustering regime ( ~+0.6), consistently with the percolation-type 487 findings. In fact, is especially interesting with respect to the Si-Ge and Si-Si multiplets. The reason 488 is that out of the five sub-modes constituting the Ge-Si and Si-Si fine structures, only one is expected 489 to survive at the anticlustering limit (see Fig. 2b ), namely the central Ge-Si one. This provides an ideal 490 starting point to discuss how the Ge-Si and Si-Si fine structures develop with increasing values. 491
First we consider the Si-Si doublet. According to the percolation scheme the lower Si-Si mode 492
should emerge first and progressively reinforce with clustering while preserving a dominance over its 493 upper counterpart, activated at a later stage, until the random substitution is achieved. At this limit 494 the two Si-Si Raman sub-modes should ideally exhibit comparable intensities (cf. at =0). By 495 increasing further the value the lower mode should progressively vanish while the upper mode 496 should keep reinforcing until remaining the only surviving Si-Si feature at large clustering ( ~+0.6).
497
The trend is ideally reproduced in the ab initio data.
498
No we turn to the Si-Ge multiplet. The predicted trend within the percolation scheme is that, 499 when increasing from the anticlustering limit ( ~-0.4), the lower Ge-Si satellite should emerge and 500 reinforce to the detriment of the original/central Ge-Si sub-mode, being clear that in the same time 501 the overall Ge-Si signal should progressively decline. The prevalence of the central Ge-Si feature 502
should persist up to moderate clustering ( ~+0.2, see Fig. 2b ), beyond which limit the balance should 503 eventually turn to the advantage of the lower satellite, slightly before extinction of the entire Ge-Si 504 signal at full clustering ( =1). Note that when entering the clustering regime the upper satellite 505 transiently emerge before the overall Ge-Si collapse ( ~+0.8, see Fig. 2b ).
506
In fact, at the considered value close to the anticlustering limit ( ~-0.4) a dominant Ge-Si 507 feature, naturally identified as the central Ge-Si sub-mode, emerges strong and sharp near ~410 cm -1 508 in the ab initio spectra. When increases the original/unique Ge-Si feature progressively broadens 509 on its low-frequency side, giving rise to a distinct low-frequency asymmetry at 0. With further 510 increase in the value the latter asymmetry eventually evolves into a proper feature, a broad but 511 well-defined one slightly red-shifted (by ~20 cm -1 ) with respect to the original/native peak. As 512 expected the emerging feature eventually takes the advantage over the central/native one at large 513 clustering ( ~+0.6). 514
Altogether, this conforms to the percolation-type predictions apparent in Fig. 2b . 515 516 c-Composition (~84 at.% Ge) 517 518
The -dependent percolation-type GeSi Raman lineshapes at are only marginally modified 519 with respect to those observed at , owing to the close Ge content. Regarding the Ge-Ge signal, the 520 main difference is that its intensity has become nearly -invariant at , while it was slightly -521 dependent at . This is clearly ascertained in the ab initio data. As for the Si-Si ab initio doublet at 522 , this develops with as earlier discussed at . 523
In fact, is especially interesting with respect to the Ge-Si fine structure. According to the 524 percolation scheme, the Ge-Si signal close to the anticlustering limit ( ~-0.2) should be bimodal at 525
, with the central Ge-Si feature slightly dominating its lower satellite, and not unimodal, reduced to 526 the sole central feature, as observed at . Apart from that, the -dependence of the -like Ge-Si 527 doublet is expected to mimic the -like one in every respect, leading in this case to the nearly 528 matching of intensities between the above two features in the random case (cf. , =0), and to a 529 slight inversion of dominance at large clustering essentially due to the collapse of the central Ge-Si 530 feature. 531
In fact, at the anticlustering limit ( ~-0.2) the ab initio Ge-Si signal consists of a rather sharp 532 peak with a distinct shoulder on its low frequency side (marked by a dot in Fig. 3c ). Interestingly such 533
shoulder was absent at . Altogether this is consistent with the peak and its shoulder being assigned 534 as the central/dominant Ge-Si feature and its lower satellite, respectively. In the random crystal 535 ( =0), the shoulder has reinforced into a distinct feature (also marked by a dot). Ultimately, i.e. at 536 large clustering ( ~+0.4), the only surviving feature seems to be the lower satellite, now emerging 537 under the form of a broad/overdamped band located at a lower frequency than the central were all progressively shifted towards low frequency, at any value (detail is given below). 560
Remarkably, no change was detected in the relative Ge-Ge, Ge-Si and Si-Si Raman intensities (see Fig.  561 1b Raman shifts were then attributed to a redistribution of the Ge and Si atoms at a fixed composition 573 stimulated by annealing, until an ideally random Ge-to-Si substitution ( =0) was eventually achieved 574 at the term of the annealing cycles. 575
It follows that the planned ab initio vs. experiment comparison in this work has to be done 576
for positive values (clustering-to-random regime) at small-moderate Ge content ( ), and only 577 in relation to the frequencies of the main Ge-Ge, Ge-Si and Si-Si Raman peaks, not to their intensities. 578
We have already emphasized that the percolation scheme is not equipped to address the -579 dependence of the Raman frequencies (see Sec. I). This suffices to rule out the percolation scheme 580 from the planed comparison with experiment. In contrast the ab initio calculations provide clear 581 trends regarding the -dependence of both the Raman intensities and the Raman frequencies. An ab 582 initio vs. experiment comparison is thus relevant, in relation to the latter aspect at least. 583
When decreases (from positive to negative values) the ab initio trend is that the main 584
Raman features due to the homo (Ge-Ge and Si-Si bonds) and hetero (Ge-Si) bonds shift in opposite 585 directions, i.e. towards low and high frequency, respectively, at any composition . The trend is best 586 appreciated at composition owing to strong emergence of the main Ge-Ge, Ge-Si and Si-Si corresponding to roughly half the current ab initio shifts detected at when reduces from +0.31 604 to 0 (of ~6.0, ~7.0 and ~4.0 cm -1 ,respectively). We have difficulties to conceive that such significant 605 experimental shifts may occur without being accompanied by any noticeable change in the Ge-Ge, 606
Ge-Si and Si-Si Raman intensities, since the change is so dramatic in our ab initio data. 607
Summarizing, the experiment vs. ab initio comparison is not really conclusive. Apparent 608 discrepancies as to whether the Raman peaks due to the homo and hetero bonds shift in like 609 (experiment) or opposite (ab initio) directions when varies, and, also, as to whether the -induced 610 change in the Raman frequencies should be accompanied (ab initio) or not (experiment) by a 611 noticeable change in the Raman intensities, might be due, in fact, to a smaller range of values 612 spanned in the experiment, i.e. much smaller than that considered in the current ab initio data. 613 
